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A 2012 presidential hopeful was 
yielding student’s questions outside 
of Parks Library.
Harry Braun, a Democratic can-
didate, was promoting his ideas for 
clean energy and some specific poli-
cies he would like to see changed.
“Have you seen Sarah Palin’s son 
Trig?” Braun asked. “You think he has 
Down syndrome? No medical doctor 
can tell if it’s autism or the poison in 
your blood that attacks the protein in 
your brain.”
He said he blames chemicals 
found in foods for disorders such 
as Alzheimer’s, autism and Down 
syndrome.
“Hy-Vee doesn’t sell food that isn’t 
poisoned,” Braun said.
He said the poisons that come 
from pesticides and fertilizers are 
now found in the blood of polar bears.
He said the solution to this 
problem is shifting to a solar hy-
drogen economy, which can only be 
achieved by fighting lobbyists and 
corporations.
Braun said there needs to be 
steps toward decentralizing agricul-
ture and a rise of hydroponics food 
production.
He said the United States needs to 
invest in greenhouses similar to those 
found in Vermont, which can be more 
than 100 acres.
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UI	says	storm	
evacuation	
went	well
IOWA CITY, Iowa — The 
director of public safety at the 
University of Iowa says a rare 
evacuation of Kinnick Stadium 
during last Saturday’s game 
against Tennessee Tech went 
smoothly.
The stadium was cleared dur-
ing the third quarter due to 
lightning.
The Gazette in Cedar Rapids says 
Wednesday that Public Safety 
Director Chuck Green says there 
were no reported injuries and 
few problems with the crowd, 
estimated at 70,000.
Green says it was the first 
evacuation in at least 20 years. 
He says he hasn’t received 
any complaints or comments 
about how the evacuation went 
during the Hawkeyes’ home 
opener.
Green says the university and 
other agencies that provide law 
enforcement at football games, 
have emergency plans for stadi-
um evacuation, but the directions 
depend on the scenario.
The Associated Press
Politics
Presidential hopeful discusses policy changes
By	Paige.Godden	
@iowastatedaily.com
Enrollment
Involvement
Clubs court students at ClubFest
By	Caroline.Havekost	
@iowastatedaily.com
29,887
New records for ISU
Steele Jantz: 
Seneca Wallace 2.0?
SPORTS.p6	>>
Iowa State University officially an-
nounced record undergraduate, interna-
tional student and the most diverse student 
enrollments in the school’s history.
“Most importantly, it means students 
are choosing Iowa State University,” said 
Marc Harding, director for admissions.
Dakota Hoben, Government of the 
Student Body president, agreed.
“It means we’re heading in the right di-
rection,” Hoben said.
Hoben said it means the university is 
staying attractive to both in-state and out-
of-state students.
Harding said the numbers show stu-
dents value the education and opportuni-
ties at Iowa State.
Harding said if students are willing to 
pay the cost of tuition and fees, it says some-
thing about the university.
“I think what it means for students is it’s 
great,” Harding said.
People are coming here in record num-
bers for an experience that is in demand, 
Harding said.
He said the enrollment numbers should 
give students “a certain level of pride.”
About the most diverse student enroll-
ment in Iowa State’s history, Harding said 
the university has focused some efforts.
He said diverse students means a lot of 
things, but one in five students at Iowa State 
are in a minority.
“It means you get to experience more 
than a county of students,” Harding said. 
“You learn from all types of students. That 
is part of our theory and our mission.”
He said the second-highest graduate 
student enrollment at Iowa State is a very 
good number.
Hoben said the record enrollments 
mean the university’s new strategic plan is 
working.
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Admissions: ‘Students 
are choosing Iowa State’
Approximately 283 clubs were 
represented at ClubFest.
“There are a lot more clubs than 
I thought there were,” said Beth 
Pleggenkuhle, freshman in agricul-
tural business. “I am excited to join 
and learn more.”
Lauren Sandstrom, graduate 
student in educational leadership 
and policy studies, was one of two 
ClubFest organizers this semester.
“My work started in the spring 
with organizing, but intensified in 
August,” Sandstrom said.
Students had many different op-
tions when choosing a club or organi-
zation to join.
Clubs ranged from major-orient-
ed to different styles of dancing and 
different sports clubs like Water Polo 
Club and Volleyball Club.
There were clubs for every major 
and interest.
“I came to see more, get involved, 
and to meet new people,” said Andrea 
Brown, open-option freshman.
Kayla Romoser, freshman in fam-
ily and consumer science educa-
tion and studies, said she attended 
ClubFest for the same reason.
“Today I joined a couple different 
clubs; I want to get more involved,” 
Romoser said.Photo: Andrus Nesbitt/Iowa State Daily
The Great Hall plays host to ClubFest 2011, an event that allows student 
organizations on campus to set up booths and provide information to students 
interested in joining clubs. CLUBFEST.p3	>>
Photo: John Andrus/Iowa State Daily
Students trek across campus on the first day of class Aug. 22. A record 24,343 undergraduates are enrolled at Iowa State this fall.
Graphics: Moriah Smith/Iowa State Daily
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Joe Kohlhaas, graduate student in geology; Michael Matula, ISU graduate; Paul Scott, USDA 
Agronomy Collaborator; and Justin Mikesell, sophomore in chemistry — members of the ISU 
Juggling Club — practice in front of the library Tuesday.
JUGGLING: Club members practice skills
Daily SnapshotWeather | Provided by Weather.gov
Patchy fog before 7 a.m. 
Otherwise sunny, with a 
high near 76. 
Mostly sunny, with a high 
near 78. North-northwest 
wind.
Mostly sunny, with a high 
near 79. 
54|76
THUR
55|78
FRI
55|79
SAT
THURSDAY
Investigation of  
Magnetic Reversal at 
Almost Nanoscale —  
E. Dan Dahlberg 
When: 
5 p.m.
What:
E. Dan Dahlberg is 
a professor in the 
School of Physics and 
Astronomy in the Col-
lege of Science and 
Engineering at the 
University of Minne-
sota. He is also direc-
tor of the Magnetic 
Microscopy Center 
(MMC).
Where:
South Ballroom, 
Memorial Union
 
Object Lessons — 
Planning Public Art
When: 
7 p.m.
What:
University Museums 
Director and Chief 
Curator Lynette 
Pohlman shares 
her experiences and 
challenges of plan-
ning public art. Object 
Lessons is a monthly 
hands on experience 
and conversation 
about what we can 
learn from art.
Where:
Christian Petersen 
Art Museum, 1017 
Morrill Hall
Calendar
FRIDAY
Comedy with “The Daily 
Show’s” Kristen Schaal
When: 
8 p.m.
What:
Actress and come-
dian Kristen Schaal 
joined “The Daily 
Show” in 2008 as 
writer and special 
commentator, and 
appears frequently as 
the Senior Women’s 
Issues Correspon-
dent. She is perhaps 
best known for her 
role as Mel in the 
HBO series “Flight 
of the Conchords” 
and Louise in “Bob’s 
Burgers.”
Where:
Stephens Auditorium
 
Architecture Premiere 
2012 
When: 
4:30 p.m.
What:
Annual celebration in 
the ISU architecture 
program. Student 
scholarships and 
awards ceremony; in-
troduction of advisory 
council members; 
Curt F. Dale Guest 
Lecture in Architec-
ture by Bob Berke-
bile, FAIA, principal 
with BNIM; opening 
reception for the 
Spring 2011 Architec-
ture Rome Show.
Where:
Kocimski Auditorium, 
101 Design
1989:
Thunderstorms produced heavy rainfall across 
most of Iowa on Sept. 7-9. On the 7th, Oelwein 
received 7.19 inches of rain, making it the wettest 
day on record at that location.
fun
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Celebrity News
Notes and events.
Beatles ‘1’ is No. 1 — again
Beatlemania never really dies, 
does it?
The Beatles album “1,” a col-
lection of the Fab Four’s No. 1 
hits that spent eight weeks as 
the nation’s No. 1 album in 2000 
-- and was the top-selling CD 
of the 2000-09 — premiered on 
iTunes Tuesday.
You won’t need eight days a 
week to predict where it de-
buted. Yep, in the top spot.
And not just in the United States. 
“1” also hit No. 1 in Canada, 
Japan, the Netherlands, Mexico, 
Sweden, Spain, New Zealand 
and Greece, according to a press 
release from Capitol/EMI.
Indeed, the Beatles have proven 
to be among iTunes’ biggest 
artists, along with such upstarts 
as Adele, Lady Gaga, Katy Perry 
and Lil Wayne. Worldwide, the 
band — which broke up more 
than 40 years ago — has sold 
more than 9 million songs and 
1.5 million albums on the down-
loading service.
Leading the hit parade is nothing 
new for the Beatles. Over the 
course of the band’s career, 
the Liverpudlians had 20 songs 
and 19 albums hit No. 1 on the 
Billboard charts — including 
such post-breakup records as 
“1967-70” (the “Blue” album), 
all three “Anthology” CDs and, of 
course, “1.”
No alcohol, illegal drugs in 
Russell Armstrong at death, 
coroner says
Russell Armstrong had no alco-
hol, prescription drugs or illegal 
substances in his body when 
he died last month, toxicology 
results released Wednesday by 
the coroner concluded.
The Los Angeles County coroner 
ruled last month that Armstrong 
committed suicide by hanging 
himself with a rope. He ap-
peared with his wife on Bravo’s 
“Real Housewives of Beverly 
Hills.”
Assistant Chief Coroner Ed 
Winter dismissed any specula-
tion, raised by a celebrity news 
website report, that Armstrong 
could have been murdered.
His wife, Taylor Armstrong, 
agrees that it was a suicide, 
Winter told CNN. He said 
she told him in a conversa-
tion Wednesday that she does 
not believe her husband was 
murdered.
Russell Armstrong was found 
dead at a home in the hills above 
the Los Angeles suburb of Bel 
Air last month, police said. His 
wife had filed for divorce in July, 
telling People magazine that 
she was verbally and physically 
abused during their nearly six-
year marriage.
Armstrong complained before 
his death that the reality show 
was going to “crucify” him in its 
upcoming season, his mother 
said last month.
Anderson Cooper scores 
exclusive with Winehouse 
family
CNN’s Anderson Cooper is 
debuting his new daytime talk 
show on Monday, September 
12 and he’s announced his first 
guests.
Cooper will sit down for an 
exclusive interview with the par-
ents and boyfriend of Grammy 
winner Amy Winehouse, who 
was found dead at the age of 27 
in her North London home this 
past July.
Mitch and Janis Winehouse will 
discuss their daughter’s public 
battle with substance abuse and 
how they have been coping since 
her death.
According to a press release 
about the show, the pair are 
hopeful that in speaking out 
about the realities of addiction 
they will be able to reach other 
families dealing with similar 
situations.
Cooper is also slated to talk 
to Winehouse’s boyfriend, film 
director Reg Traviss, about her 
state of mind before her passing.
Other guests later in the week 
include comedian Kathy Griffin, 
Snooki, Sarah Jessica Parker 
and the cast of “The Real 
Housewives of Beverly Hills.”
CNN Wire Staff
Police Blotter: Ames, ISU Police Departments
The information in the log comes from the ISU and City 
of Ames police departments’ records. 
All those accused of violating the law are innocent until 
proven guilty in a court of law.
Aug. 17
A vehicle driven by Taylor 
Scharnhorst collided with a 
parked car at Lot 89 (reported 
at 9:58 a.m.).
A staff member reported the 
theft of two microscopes at 
the Molecular Biology building 
(reported at 11:04 a.m.).
Vehicles driven by Chol Deng 
Yai and Lori Bushore were 
involved in a property damage 
collision at Lot 3 (reported at 
11:56 a.m.).
William Scott, 19, of 
Mahtomedi, Minn., was cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol at Friley Hall (reported 
at 10:48 p.m.).
Aug. 18
A staff member reported a 
broken door handle at Marston 
Hall (reported at 8:37 a.m.).
A vehicle that left the scene 
collided with a car owned 
by Vickie Jurrens at Lot 112 
(reported at 5:25 p.m.).
Shawn Higgins, 19, of Arcadia, 
Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated; he was trans-
ported to the Story County 
Justice Center. The follow-
ing passengers were cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol: Mackenzie Waldon, 
19, of Greenville, S.C.; Tanner 
Janning, 19, of Carroll, Iowa; 
Danielle Demuth, 18, of 
Waverly, Iowa; Daniel Ryan, 
19, of Independence, Iowa; and 
Cole Hopkins, 20, of Bayard, 
Iowa, at Lincoln Way and 
Sheldon Avenue (reported at 
10:27 p.m.).
Jay Young, 18, B358 Helser 
Hall, was arrested and charged 
with possession of a controlled 
substance and possession of 
drug paraphernalia at Helser 
Hall; he was subsequently 
released on citation (reported 
at 11:59 p.m.).
Aug. 19
Emily Conell, 18, 841 Dickinson 
Ave., was cited for underage 
possession of alcohol at Hyland 
Avenue and Lincoln Way (re-
ported at 12:39 a.m.).
Alyssa Schuster, 18, of Cedar 
Rapids, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol at 
200 block of Stanton Avenue 
(reported at 12:54 a.m.).
Elijah Hemesath, 19, of New 
Hampton, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol 
at Hyland Avenue and Wood 
Street (reported at 12:58 a.m.).
Blake Bruene, 20, 2621 Hunt 
St., was cited for underage 
possession of alcohol at Arbor 
Street and Hyland Avenue 
(reported at 12:59 a.m.).
Viengvilay Saengchanpeng, 
23, 1400 Coconino Road unit 
101, was arrested and charged 
with operating while intoxicated 
(second offense) at Mortensen 
Parkway and State Avenue. 
He was transported to the 
Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 2:23 a.m.).
John Benefield, 21, 203 Ash 
Ave., was arrested and charged 
with public intoxication at the 
200 block of Lynn Avenue. 
He was transported to the 
Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 3:12 a.m.).
Clint Miller reported the theft 
of a bike at Science I (reported 
at 10:29 a.m.).
Officers were asked to check 
the welfare of an individual who 
was experiencing emotional 
difficulties at Sweeney Hall. 
The person was located and 
transported to Mary Greeley 
Medical Center for treatment 
(reported at 6:34 p.m.).
Aug. 20
Tanner Frangenberg, 20, of 
Huxley, was cited for underage 
possession of alcohol at Arbor 
Street and Sheldon Avenue 
(reported at 12:05 a.m.).
Dylan Brandon, 18, of Albia, 
was cited for underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Knapp Street 
and Welch Avenue (reported at 
12:23 a.m.).
Jacob Staff, 19, of Altoona, was 
cited for underage possession 
of alcohol at the 300 block of 
Stanton Avenue (reported at 
12:27 a.m.).
Officers spoke with a couple 
who had been arguing at 
Buchanan Hall (reported at 
12:34 a.m.).
Nicholas Bierl, 19, of Arcadia, 
Iowa, and Rachel Gilmore, 20, 
of Earlham, Iowa, were cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol at Knapp Street and 
Stanton Avenue (reported at 
12:52 a.m.).
Cory Stapes, 18, of Urbandale, 
was cited for underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Knapp Street 
and Welch Avenue (reported at 
1:01 a.m.).
Matthew Bogenschultz, 19, 
of Lake Elmo, Minn., was 
cited for underage possession 
of alcohol (second offense). 
Andrea Dvorak, 19, of Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol 
at Pearson Avenue and Sunset 
Drive (reported at 1:11 a.m.).
Levi Richards, 20, of 
Greenfield, was cited for un-
derage possession of alcohol at 
Storm Street and Welch Avenue 
(reported at 1:29 a.m.).
Jeremy Adamowicz, 18, of 
Lake Zurich, Ill., was arrested 
and charged with public intoxi-
cation at Lincoln Way and State 
Avenue. He was transported to 
the Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 3:18 a.m.).
Jonathan DeVries, 25, 134J 
University Village, was arrested 
and charged with providing 
alcohol to an underage person; 
he was transported to the 
Story County Justice Center. 
Nathaniel Johnson, 20, of 
Mason City, Iowa, was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol 
at Union Drive (reported at 3:39 
a.m.).
A patron reported the theft of a 
credit card from a locker room 
at Lied Recreation Athletic 
Center (reported at 8:03 p.m.).
The following were cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol at Sunset Drive: Ronnie 
Olmetti, 18, of Melrose Park, 
Ill.; Kyle Steiner, 19, of Wonder 
Lake, Ill.; and Brady Schmidt, 
18, 5345 Larch Hall (reported at 
8:37 p.m.).
Phillip Fleming, 20, of Garwin, 
Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated and underage pos-
session of alcohol at Hayward 
Avenue and Knapp Street. 
He was transported to the 
Story County Justice Center 
(reported at 8:52 p.m.).
Elizabeth Krugler, 18, of 
Adel, Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with operating while 
intoxicated and underage 
possession of alcohol; she was 
transported to the Story County 
Justice Center. Elizabeth 
Dutcher, 19, of Geneva, Ill., was 
cited for underage possession 
of alcohol at Knapp Street and 
Welch Avenue (reported at 9:16 
p.m.).
Joseph Doyle, 18, of Davenport, 
Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxica-
tion at Friley Hall. He was 
transported to the Story County 
Justice Center (reported at 
10:49 p.m.).
Aug. 21
Timothy Herlihy, 18, 5345 
Larch Hall, was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol 
at Hyland Avenue and Lincoln 
Way (reported at 12:42 a.m.).
Jacob Luesebrink, 19, and 
Shannon McKenzie, 19, both 
of Sioux City, Iowa, were cited 
for underage possession of 
alcohol at Birch-Welch-Roberts 
(reported at 12:55 a.m.).
Cody Harrison, 18, of 
Humboldt, Iowa, was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol 
at the 200 block of Stanton 
Avenue (reported at 1 a.m.).
Jeffery Barnes, 18, of 
Sycamore, Ill., was cited for 
underage possession of alcohol 
at Maple Hall (reported at 1:36 
a.m.).
Charles Mollenhauer, 19, 
of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was 
cited for underage possession 
of alcohol at Buchanan Hall 
(reported at 1:57 a.m.).
Francisco Martinez, 19, 7128 
Buchanan Hall, was arrested 
and charged with public intoxi-
cation and underage posses-
sion of alcohol at Lincoln Way 
and Lynn Avenue. He was 
transported to the Story County 
Justice Center (reported at 2:02 
a.m.).
Jacob Heinkel, 18, of Indianola, 
Iowa, was cited for under-
age possession of alcohol at 
Hunt Street and Welch Avenue 
(reported at 2:12 a.m.).
Kyle Schares, 21, of Johnston, 
Iowa, was arrested and 
charged with public intoxication 
at Lincoln Way and University 
Boulevard (reported at 2:38 
a.m.).
SATURDAY
Cyclone Central Tailgate 
When: 
8 a.m.
What:
This Cyclone Central 
is sponsored by the 
Iowa State Univer-
sity Book Store. The 
Cafe will provide box 
meals at a cost of $12 
for ISUAA members 
and $17 for non-
members. Olde Main 
Brewing Company 
will have beverages 
available for pur-
chase in Cy’s Lounge 
of the Alumni Center. 
ISU merchandise will 
also be available.
Where:
ISU Alumni Center,  
420 Beach Ave.
SUNDAY
Tango Practica
When: 
8 p.m.
What:
This Milonga (dance 
party) is a multi-level 
class with lots of time 
to enjoy the music 
and dance. From 4 to  
5 p.m. moves for 
beginners are intro-
duced with a different 
figure each week 
along with techniques 
for dancing better. 
Dance punch cards 
may be purchased 
at the Workspace 
and used in Valerie’s 
Tango classes.
Where:
The Memorial Union 
Workspace
Find out what’s going on, and share your event with the 
rest of campus on our website, at iowastatedaily.com.
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daily? For your last chance to win a BEAT IOWA gameday shirt!
Acquire the Beat Iowa poster from the Daily Wed., Sept. 7.
Hang it up and snap a picture.
Submit your photo by Sept. 8 at midnight at:
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why the
daily? It’s all about gameday.
Congrats to Kierre Balark
winner of the 2011 Beat Iowa Challenge!
Get your official 2011 
Beat Iowa T-Shirt at
214 Welch Ave
515.233.2263 | backcareiowa.com
Monday through Saturday
Dr. Rod Rebarcak
Dr. Ben Winecoff
Dr. Matt Cross
• Back • Neck 
• Headaches
• Extremities
• Acupuncture
FREE STUFF
FOR FANS
E. of Culvers
11 years
7pm - 10pm
9pm - 1am
6pm - Midnight
1320 Dickinson Ave • 515-598-BOWL (2695)
perfectgamesinc.com
Patio Party
•2 games of bowling for $8, includes shoes
•2 fer 8” or 16” Pizza
•2 fer domestic draws
Laser Tag & Arcade Special
•3 Laser Tag games for price of 2
•Half price Arcade Games
Disco Bowl and Live DJ
•$1 Burger & Hotdogs (patio only)
•$2 20 oz. Miller Lite Draws
7pm - 10pm
9pm - 1am
Thursday Triple Fun
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ClubFest also is a way clubs 
and organizations can gain and 
inform students of the new 
changes the club has made.
MODA, Iowa State’s fash-
ion club, is revamping this 
year.
Amy Soma, MODA vice 
president and sophomore in 
apparel, merchandising and 
design, said they will be adding 
new activities and events to 
the club this year.
“This year we will be more 
fashion-focused,” Soma said.
New clubs and organiza-
tions were able to gain more 
attention and new members 
at ClubFest. Students Helping 
Our Peers was created last 
semester.
The SHOP helps ISU stu-
dents in need with food as-
sistance. Students can go to 
the food pantry set up by The 
SHOP, show their student ID 
and receive food.
The SHOP food pantry is 
located on Iowa State’s cam-
pus and is run completely by 
volunteers and donations.
>>CLUBFEST.p1
He said the United States should be invest-
ing in these types of projects and wind energy 
instead of spending $125 billion to pay the un-
employed to not work.
Braun also spoke about the cost of college.
He said when he was in college, 18 credits 
cost $160.
He said students are now spending as much 
as $50,000 on college and can not discharge 
the loans during bankruptcy.
“One trillion of our debt is from student 
loans,” Braun said.
Braun addressed President Barack Obama, 
as well. He said Obama should be guilty of 
mass murder, from illegally bombing a dozen 
countries with drones.
Braun said he didn’t expect much from the 
president’s speech Thursday night about job 
creation.
He said Obama hasn’t said anything in 
three years, so he doesn’t expect him to start.
Braun also was adamant he wants to pass 
an Article V Democracy Amendment that 
would transform the USA from being a repub-
lic to a democratic republic.
He said he chose Iowa State because it’s a 
political university.
Braun said he plans on being in front of the 
library every day at noon and plans on staying 
until he wins.
The Iowa Board of Regents 
approved a salary increase of 
4 percent for President Gregory 
Geoffroy, raising his annual pay by 
nearly $17,000.
Geoffroy, who refused a sal-
ary increase last year, has received 
$423,316 annually since July 1, 
2008. 
Following the regents’ decision, 
he will now earn $440,249 a year.
The money will come from tu-
ition revenue, which grew nearly 
8 percent in the last year due to 
a combination of increased fees 
and record-breaking enrollment 
numbers.
Although Iowa State’s state ap-
propriations have been cut nearly 
5 percent, the university’s bud-
get for the 2012 fiscal year stands 
at $535.6 million, approximately 
$8 million more than the last fiscal 
year’s budget.
The Board of Regents also dis-
cussed further topics of financial 
aid for students, costs of building 
repair and the on-going search for 
a new ISU president during the 
meeting.
Jake Olstad, freshman in elec-
trical engineering, said he approves 
of Geoffroy’s salary increase.
“A university is like a business, 
and if [Geoffroy] can manage to 
get all these extra students in this 
tough economic time like this, then 
I’m fine with him getting a raise,” 
Olstad said.
Jon Denham, junior in hotel, 
restaurant and institution man-
agement, provided a different view 
point.
“If they’re raising tuition and 
he’s getting a cut of it, then we bet-
ter see some added benefits or im-
provements on campus,” Denham 
said.
On a similar note, the presidents 
of the University of Iowa and the 
University of Northern Iowa also 
received raises.
The regents’ office declined re-
quests for comment.
Salaries
Board of Regents approve raise for Geoffroy
File photo: Iowa State Daily
The Board of Regents voted to increase President Gregory Geoffroy’s annual salary.  
The regents also voted unanimously to return the $100 spring semester tuition 
surcharge to students.
By	Ted.Sics	
@iowastatedaily.com
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Harry Braun talks to students Wednesday about supporting the Democratic Party in the United 
States’ presidential election of 2012 in the free-speech zone in front of Parks Library.
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Cyclone Aides Xavier Bou, Michaela Griffen and Megan Jensen talk with sophomore Nate Ellermann 
at ClubFest in the Great Hall of the Memorial Union on Wednesday.
Photo: Andrus Nesbitt/Iowa State Daily
Tina Ward, an ISU graduate who majored in animal science, helps 
at the ESA Seeds Club booth at ClubFest on Wednesday at the 
Memorial Union.
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Growing up in western Iowa, aka Steve King country, I rarely heard the word “liberal” without the word “damn” in 
front of it. Damn liberals, just a bunch of hip-
pies trying to control us. Damn liberal media, 
just a bunch of hippies trying to brainwash us. 
But when you look at the actual meaning of 
liberalism, it is generally very appealing to the 
strong, independent farmers and blue-collar 
workers who condemn it.
Liberalism is one school of political 
thought that has been horribly misconstrued 
in the post-modern era. When discussing it, it 
is necessary to differentiate between classical 
liberalism and modern liberalism as they now 
are polar opposites. The western Iowa modern 
definition of liberalism has a reputation of 
appealing to the “bleeding heart liberals,” the 
“tree huggers” and people too lazy to make 
their own way in the world. The young “liber-
als” see themselves as the movers and shakers 
of the world, environmentally conscious and 
forward thinking. While these feelings are 
fine, they aren’t truly liberal as the meaning is 
much more basic.
The classical version, which came into 
being around 1690 with John Locke’s publica-
tion of “An Essay on Human Understanding” 
and later in “Two Treatises of Government,” 
is almost the polar opposite. I don’t have 
any particular issue with the Democratic 
Party’s ideals, however they shouldn’t (as the 
Republicans shouldn’t) claim they are in any 
way liberal. Maybe it’s time for a new word to 
describe our political philosophies …
Ever wonder where the word “libertarian-
ism” came from? You got it: liberalism. The 
Ron Pauls of the world would rather die than 
admit they are liberals, but, if you simply look 
at the words with the base of “liber,” or “the 
free one” in Latin, you can see their relation.
John Locke, the father of liberalism, 
advocates religious tolerance and individual 
enlightenment. Locke’s theory on civil society 
creates a government that is formed by the 
people. As you might guess, the U.S. govern-
ment is based largely on this theory. Locke ex-
plained that the only legitimate governments 
have the consent of the people; without this 
consent, the government can be overthrown.
In this theory, individuals can just as easily 
choose not to have a government as to choose 
to form a government. Locke’s civil society 
allows individuals this option as long as those 
individuals come to some sort of agreement 
that they won’t try to kill each other. This 
agreement is a basic necessity of human 
existence and requires no formal government, 
which is a basic premise of libertarianism. In 
fact, it is the exact opposite of the democratic 
or “liberal” desire for an involved government.
Liberalism still cannot function, however, 
if it solely relies on the individual. It requires 
individuals coming together in a public to 
decide how they want to interact. Whether 
they decide to form a government or not, 
they still must come together in that initial 
compromise.
When people come together with differ-
ing ideas, they can be pushing for their own 
individual needs but still acting for the good of 
the public. Granted, this idea has been abused 
in recent years by people acting selfishly and 
for economic gain. But when you look at this 
idea from the standpoint of not wanting to kill 
or be killed as motivation for protecting your 
individual interests, it doesn’t seem quite as 
selfish.
The underlying intent of liberalism is the 
individual — the importance of the individual 
and formulating your own individual ideas. 
This is where we find a liberal education. An 
education where students are exposed to 
different theories, ideas and types of learning 
in order to make themselves a whole indi-
vidual that is able to formulate his or her own 
opinions based on taking the time to first hear 
differing ideas. An education where students 
discover they can discover things for them-
selves that will hopefully lead to politicians 
that are able to do the same, regardless of what 
side they’re on.
Coming up next week, why Obama is a 
socialist ... or why he is not even close to being 
socialist, communist or fascist because again, 
no one knows what any of these words actually 
mean.
Jessica Bruning is a senior in political  
science and apparel merchandising, design 
and production from Castana, Iowa.
By Jessica.Bruning
@iowastatedaily.com
It irritates me when I encoun-
ter someone bashing Republicans/
conservatives or Democrats/lib-
erals to the exclusion of the other. 
It reveals a person’s ignorance and 
hypocrisy.
So imagine my exasperation 
when I opened up the Iowa State 
Daily on Tuesday and see not one, 
not two, but three opinion pieces 
out of five in the center spread (six 
if you include the editorial, and 
I counted only four non-sports 
news articles written by Daily 
staff in the whole paper!) all grip-
ing, at least in parts, about essen-
tially the same thing: Republicans 
and their corporate influence on 
and entanglement with American 
government.
Liberals seem to have had a 
drink of the same Kool-Aid in 
that they all appear to think that 
Republicans are the big, bad wolf 
when it comes to corporatism in 
government. So let’s do some fact- 
and sanity-checking that some 
of the writers in Tuesday’s Daily 
didn’t:
President Barack Obama’s 
major campaign contributors 
include the PACs and owners/
members of Goldman-Sachs, 
Microsoft, Google, J.P. Morgan 
Chase, Citigroup, Time Warner, 
IBM, Morgan Stanley, General 
Electric and a handful of giant law 
firms with names too long to type.
Vice President Joe Biden 
got paid by folks from Bank of 
America, Citigroup, Comcast and 
even more law and finance firms 
than Obama did, such as Weitz 
and Luxembourg, Cooney and 
Conway, Broadway Partners, Weil, 
Gotshal and Manges, and many 
more.
Secretary Hillary Clinton not 
surprisingly received money from 
most of the same contributors as 
Obama, though we also should 
add the notable Lehman Brothers, 
Merrill Lynch, Price Waterhouse, 
Ernst and Young, News Corp and 
Cablevision.
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s 
major campaign contributors in-
clude several labor unions (which 
are corporations, mind you), 
multiple law firms, and even more 
banks and investment groups. One 
example of the latter is Farallon 
Capital Management, which in 
its ironic and “Republican-esque” 
self-description, claims it “man-
ages equity capital for institutions 
and high net worth individuals.” 
Fun fact: Did you know Nancy 
Pelosi is one of the wealthiest rep-
resentatives in Congress? About 
half the richest congressmen 
are Democrats, not Republicans, 
actually.
In the Senate, Majority Leader 
Harry Reid’s long contributor list 
includes folks from: MGM, AT&T, 
Comcast, some of the same names 
aforementioned like Weitz and 
Luxembourg and, much to my 
great amusement, a whole bunch 
of big casino corporations.
Senate Majority Whip 
Dick Durbin was funded by the 
PACs and owners/members 
of Motorola, Northern Trust, 
Kirkland and Ellis, Citigroup, 
Simmons Cooper, the Renco 
Group, AMR Corp and a gaggle of 
other law and finance firms, just 
like all the others.
You’ve probably heard of many 
of these corporations because they 
were recipients of TARP “bail-
out” funds. That’s right: People 
from these corporations gave 
money to the very representatives 
who gave them bail-out money — 
your tax dollars — so those rich 
CEOs could keep their jobs and 
stay rich. How’s that for corporate 
influence in American politics? So 
let’s cut the crap about the suppos-
edly rich and greedy Republican 
corporate elitists screwing up our 
government, mmkay?
What America needs isn’t 
more Democrats or more 
Republicans; neither side is the 
solution (you’d think we’d have 
figured this out by now). What 
we need is a mass realization 
that neither ideology represents 
anyone but themselves, collec-
tively, for the very reason that 
they are ideologies. Ideology is 
mob politics, destroying the pos-
sibilities for individual thought 
and genuine political action, 
and being asked to pick between 
Republicans and Democrats is 
like being asked to pick up the 
clean end of a turd. Both sides 
seem hell-bent on screwing us, 
with the only difference being 
that one might screw us faster. 
Either way the end result is the 
same: We’re screwed.
What America needs is 
Americans talking to and working 
with each other out in the world, 
not sitting at home watching 
MSNBC or Fox News and getting 
riled up about stuff they prob-
ably don’t understand anyway, 
because all they know about it 
is what they heard on MSNBC 
or Fox News in the first place. 
Near as I can tell, with respect 
to average Americans, the whole 
battle between Democrats and 
Republicans is media-fabricated 
anyway, or at least sustained 
and inflamed by the media. I bet 
most of you have friends from the 
“other side” too, and your relation-
ships probably don’t suffer much, 
if at all, due to your chosen party. 
Heck, some of the Daily writers 
this complaint is partially aimed 
at I can call friends.
In my observation, unless one 
is truly a far left or right-wing 
radical, most Americans seem to 
get along perfectly well despite 
our pre-constructed and imposed 
ideological differences. Perhaps 
we tend to get along in the “real 
world” because we humans, 
when interacting with one an-
other as individuals rather than 
as “Republicans” or “Democrats,” 
have an instinct that tells us our 
ideologies are personal, and we 
don’t make our private beliefs 
public. Because of this, our 
interactions — our true politics 
— aren’t cluttered with nonsense, 
making us more free to seek and 
address our common needs.
The ideological identification 
and resulting alienation from one 
another clearly is not working, 
and our private lives, our society 
and our government are all suf-
fering for it. The only distinction 
we ought to make about ourselves 
is that we are Americans. There 
is no “other side,” as we’re all in 
this world jointly. It’s time we 
started acting like it by acting 
together. It’s easy after all: Just get 
together with some people and 
simply talk. The common needs 
and interests — the politics — will 
arise naturally, as if by magic, and 
you might even miss it if you’re not 
paying attention.
Letter
Barry Snell is a senior in 
history.
This is John Galt speaking. Those 
of you who know me know I need 
no introduction. Forget the edito-
rial. For those of you who want to 
know why you are perishing, whose 
starvation for knowledge drives you 
to inquiry, I am the man who will tell 
you.
You have grown weak from a state 
that disallows capitalism; you victim-
ize the corporations as a sad justifica-
tion. Well, I have gone on strike, and 
taken the state, corporations and the 
entrepreneurs on strike with me. The 
Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914 and 
the Sherman Antitrust Act of 1890 
attempted to keep the spirit pure, but 
you’ve failed.
You wanted to merge AT&T; you 
wanted to join it with T-Mobile to 
create an infinite pool of excuses for 
your lack of industry. It destroys be-
ing, and all that which destroys being 
is evil, only that which creates it is 
good. Capitalism thrives on compe-
tition. Those who are strong shall 
thrive and rise to the top, while those 
who are weak and insolent are bred 
out of the business population. The 
AT&T merger removes the drive for 
survival; under a single entity all are 
equally unproductive.
You sought to create a monster of 
blame by creating a new number one, 
a new target for your assault you’d 
be free from your own industry. No 
labor is allowed in a monopoly, no 
competition, no ingenuity can thrive 
under its rule. How convenient of 
an excuse. The liberal editorialists 
would like to spout liberal propagan-
da; don’t buy it for a second.
The reason we must block monop-
olies is capitalism. It is subjection 
to struggle that makes us strong, not 
protection from it. This is the age of 
a moral crisis where work is antago-
nized. We must come to the recogni-
tion that man has only his survival. 
He is given a body, but existence is 
not promised. We must fight for ex-
istence, which you no longer wish to 
do. So instead we choose not to exist, 
we let others act for us, we create a 
monopoly to rule the market.
To remain alive you must act. 
AT&T wishes to depredate your 
action with a $39 billion buyout of 
T-Mobile. No man’s life, possible 
through achievement alone, can be 
realized in this reality. The issue is 
not the monopolies jacking up of 
prices or the reduction in their qual-
ity; they are entitled to do so. The 
issue is your inability to act. Hard 
labor, pride in production, deep-
rooted competition: These are what 
capitalism is about.
I have refused to allow it, for I have 
recognized its laziness. You must be 
forced into competition as much as 
possible. “Only A can equal A,” only 
deeply inspiring work can solve us of 
this menace of immorality we face. 
What fosters new creations is desir-
ous, capitalism is the creative force 
we need.
Whether right or left, ideology remains the same
An Investigation of Magnetic 
Reversal at Almost the Nanoscale
E. Dan Dahlberg, Director of the 
Magnetic Microscopy Center, College of 
Science and Engineering Distinguished 
Professor, and Professor of Physics, 
University of Minnesota
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One of the current frontiers in magnetism 
is to understand the domain structure
and the magnetization reversal in 
nanometer sized particles. Dahlberg will 
discuss the field induced magnetic reversal in stadia shaped 
particles and the surprising discovery of the importance of 
virtual vortex-antivortex pairs in the reversal.
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An open letter to Obama: It might not all be up from here 
Election
Dear President Obama,It must be pretty great to be you right now. Not just the president of 
the United States of America and leader of the 
free world, but, more specifically, you: Barack 
Obama. Right now, the election of 2012 looms 
just more than a year away, and it seems that 
you are close to being in full campaign mode. 
Stopping in small towns with the shirt sleeves 
rolled up, playing once again the “down-to-
earth” politician that can connect with the 
common voter in order to win a vote.
Things are different, though, this time 
around. You have been president now for nearly 
three years. Many important pieces of legisla-
tion have been signed, and the economy has 
been through a roller coaster. The debt ceiling 
debate was a political circus the likes of which 
have rarely been seen before. America’s debt 
rating has recently been downgraded for the 
first time ever. The jobs report for August was 
flat. Your approval ratings are at the lowest 
point in your presidency. Things just do not 
seem to be looking up.
To add insult to injury, many of your 2008 
supporters are now leery of whether they can 
vote for you for another four years. And yet, you 
know they will, and therein lays the problem: 
You are banking on your same 2008 support-
ers because you know there is no way they will 
be voting for any Republican that wins the 
nomination.
This, of course, means you can continue 
to cave to Republicans’ every demand, as you 
have been doing for the last three years. Now, of 
course, I am not implying that compromise is 
wrong; compromise is the spirit of politics. But 
when the Bush tax cuts were about to end, who 
extended every single cut, even for the richest 
1 percent of the country, for two more years? 
When the breaching of the debt ceiling was 
just around the corner, who caved in and let the 
GOP have “98 percent” of everything it wanted 
(according to Speaker John Boehner)? And, of 
course, just days ago, you reversed your stance 
to regulate greenhouse emissions in order to be 
more “business friendly.” These are just a few 
recent examples, as I do have a word limit here.
Now I know the blame does not lie com-
pletely with you, as there are still Democrats in 
Congress, and you are not a dictator. But there 
certainly were more steps you could have taken 
to be sure these actions did not happen in the 
way they did. It seems that “compromise” in 
this sense means Republicans got what they 
wanted at the expense of, well, everyone else.
John F. Kennedy had a great quote about 
factions like this, as he once said, “We cannot 
negotiate with those who say, ‘What’s mine is 
mine, and what’s yours is negotiable.’” Kennedy, 
of course, was referring to the Soviets, but I 
think it works well here also.
Let us return to the topic of the election. 
You know that many of your supporters have 
stuck with you throughout the hardships, and 
that they will continue to vote for you because 
of how scary the other side looks. However, 
that is no excuse to continue to betray those 
who voted you into office. Your hardline shift to 
center-right policies has left your voting base 
disenfranchised by your about-face.
So take a look into the future. Not that 
far, only January 20, 2013. If you want to be 
dancing in jubilee at your second inauguration, 
you would do well to support and fight for the 
people who elected you. It will be a long and ar-
duous battle between now and next November, 
but the support is there if you are willing to rise 
to the challenge.
However, on the flip side, if you continue to 
sell out American liberalism as you have here 
and there for the last three years, there is some-
thing else waiting for you on horizon of January 
20, 2013. You can be handing off the presidency 
to Rick Perry, the scariest Texas Republican to 
run for president since, well, the last one. And I 
am not referring to Ron Paul.
Last week I read an article in the Iowa State Daily making 
claims on the views of presidential candidate Ron Paul I believe 
are inaccurate. The article misrepresents Ron Paul, and as a 
supporter of his, I wish to clear up any confusion on his political 
stance.
Republican Rep. Paul has gained a large amount of support 
with his ideals of independence and liberty for individuals. Paul 
has adamantly opposed any government acts that infringe on 
individual freedoms. Some of his key issues include: ending 
foreign interventionism, abolishing the Federal Reserve and 
returning to a sound money supply, reducing the size and scope 
of the federal government, and allowing individual states to have 
more freedom to enforce laws they see fit.
One area some people are confused on is his stance on 
abortion. In the 1960s and ’70s, Paul was an obstetrician and 
gynecologist and delivered more than 4,000 babies.
Through that experience, among others, he developed a 
moral stance against abortion. Paul has sponsored a bill aiming 
to overturn Roe v. Wade (HR 1096) because he believes indi-
vidual states should be allowed to regulate abortion and protect 
the lives of unborn children residing in the jurisdiction of that 
specific state.
The only crimes discussed in the Constitution are counter-
feiting, piracy, treason and slavery. Criminal and civil matters 
were deliberately left to the states. Paul believes it is the job of 
the federal government to protect life, not to grant permission to 
take it away.
Although he is morally against abortion, his intent is not to 
make it illegal, only to take away the federal mandate (and fund-
ing) and allow the states to regulate abortion.
Another issue discussed was his stance on Social Security 
and Medicare. Paul believes welfare programs such as these are 
immoral due to the fact that these benefits can only be granted 
at other individuals’ expense, thus infringing on their property 
rights. This transfer can only be arranged by force through taxes 
or inflation.
Our government programs are currently funded out of deficit 
spending and inflating the monetary base. This devalues our cur-
rency, thus raising the cost of commodities and the cost of living, 
which hurts the poor and middle class the most.
That being said, Paul does not intend to immediately eradi-
cate these programs. He has stated numerous times that they 
could perhaps be kept going for a while longer if we used savings 
from reducing our involvement overseas.
Finally I would like to address concerns over his views on 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Paul has stated he would not have 
voted for the Civil Rights Act of 1964 on the basis that it violates 
individual property rights, not because of what it sought to ac-
complish. He has also stated that he would have never voted for 
the Jim Crow laws as they violated individual rights.
Paul believes that the civil rights movement was a great 
event in our country’s history, but made more superficial and 
less effective by government. He believes that “banning blatant 
discrimination in all government programs” makes sense, but 
forcing people to integrate and avoid discrimination in all private 
transactions only exacerbates the conflicts they are trying to 
eliminate.
Voluntary associations are more authentic and longer last-
ing. Outright foolish discrimination in business and elsewhere 
can be quickly punished by social and economic disapproval 
as was seen with the economic boycott during the civil rights 
movement.
Many believe that government intervention actually intensi-
fied much of the racial segregation in the country, through their 
endorsement of the Jim Crow laws and laws mandating segrega-
tion within the military and other organizations.
Whenever the government writes laws segregating people 
by race, gender or sexual orientation, they violate one set of 
individuals’ rights.
Paul is painfully consistent in all of his ideals and though I 
may not agree with all of his ideas, I am unable to find a candidate 
that better embodies the principles of liberty and represents the 
principles of the Constitution.
If you are interested in learning more about Ron Paul’s views 
on these subjects and others, I encourage you to check out his 
recent book “Liberty Defined” or see his campaign website www.
ronpaul2012.com.
Alex Kelly is a senior in industrial engineering.
Making clear misconceptions about Republican Rep. Ron Paul
Letters
Changes on campus leave students with questions about budget
As college begins for the 
year and all of the students 
get settled into their routines, 
I have noticed some puzzling 
changes around the campus.
First, there is no longer 
anywhere to get breakfast 
on campus on the weekends 
before 10 a.m. For those of 
us that get up early on the 
weekends, this is a major 
inconvenience, especially 
when you consider how much 
we spend on meal plans. I 
realize that there are a limited 
number of students that eat 
breakfast early in the morning, 
especially on the weekends; 
however, it would be a sig-
nificant improvement even 
if there was only one dining 
center open with a reduced 
number of options.
In addition, I have also 
noticed several issues in the 
library. The most significant of 
these is that there is no longer 
power or light to a vast major-
ity of the desks in the tiers. 
The last time I was in Tier 5, 
there was only one desk with 
power access. For those of us 
that like to use these areas to 
study on a regular basis, this 
is an  inconvenience. Without 
the desk lights, there is still 
plenty of light to work by. 
However, without a place to 
charge a laptop, the usefulness 
of the space is significantly 
limited. Cutting off power 
to the desks doesn’t save a 
significant amount of money 
or power, considering we will 
likely go elsewhere in the 
library to study and charge our 
computers.
Next, the dormitories 
are overcrowded. Due to the 
university enrolling a record 
number of freshmen they 
obviously weren’t equipped to 
handle, we now no longer have 
dens on our floors. This poses 
an issue for house meeting 
locations. As of now, house 
meetings typically occur in 
hallways, which makes it dif-
ficult to organize and control 
the meetings. The house dens 
also traditionally have been a 
commons area where many 
people would go to socialize 
and study. Now that we no 
longer have these areas, it is 
more difficult to get to know 
one’s housemates, an essential 
part of the experience.
Finally, many of the uni-
versity buildings are in need 
of maintenance and update. 
These include many of the 
older buildings on campus, 
such as parts of Marston, 
Carver, Helser and Friley. 
Meanwhile, the buildings that 
are on the university tour like 
Howe, Hoover and Beardshear 
stay flawlessly maintained.
I realize all of these issues 
have arisen due to budget 
cuts and financial reasons, 
however, we also hear reports 
of record fundraising amounts 
and tuition increases. Perhaps 
the university could more 
wisely allocate its funds, 
which would help to eliminate 
the need for such cuts.
I see many examples of 
this around the campus. First, 
the university can still afford 
to water the grass in front of 
the library every morning. 
Second, they can put a brand 
new scoreboard in the football 
stadium, and afford the 
electricity to leave it turned on 
at all times. Finally, they can 
build a large addition to the 
State Gym complex.
As a student who pays 
out-of-state tuition, I see 
many more responsible uses 
of these resources. Because 
the university is primarily an 
educational institution, why 
not give our hard-working 
professors (that are among 
the lowest paid in the nation) 
a salary increase? Perhaps, it 
would also seem a good idea to 
maintain the buildings already 
on campus before building 
new ones.
Seth Lang is a senior in 
chemical engineering.
By Jacob.Witte
@iowastatedaily.com
Jacob Witte is a senior in political science 
from Callender, Iowa.
Photo courtesy of CNN
President Barack Obama speaks to reporters in 
the briefing room at the White House earlier in 
the summer. If Obama does not start supporting 
and fighting for the people who elected him 
to office in 2008, he could be handing off the 
presidency to a Republican — possibly Rick 
Perry or Ron Paul.
As the Iowa State-Iowa game fast 
approaches, ISU fans are remember-
ing some of the past victories against 
the Hawkeyes.
One victory they are most likely 
to remember is from 2002, when 
Seneca Wallace led Iowa State back 
from a 24-7 halftime deficit to beat 
Iowa 36-31 in Iowa City.
The dynamic quarterback, who 
is now a backup for the Cleveland 
Browns, will forever be remembered 
by fans and foes alike.
“[Seneca was a] gamer,” said for-
mer roommate and ISU tight end 
Mike Banks. “At the end of the day, 
when it’s on the line, some guys fold 
and some guys rise up. [He] always 
rose up and would always give you 
[his] best.”
That description, a common one 
used to describe 
Wallace, has been 
floated around re-
cently about current 
Cyclone quarter-
back Steele Jantz. 
Assistant coach 
Tom Herman — who 
admitted he didn’t 
know a whole lot about Wallace — 
described Jantz, whom he obviously 
knows quite a bit about, much like 
Banks did Wallace.
“The kid’s a winner,” Herman 
said of Jantz. “He’s very unflappable. 
I think he’s got the same demeanor 
whether he throws three picks or 
three touchdowns. He’s gonna be the 
same guy every play, and I think the 
team feeds on that.”
Aside from having the so-called 
“clutch gene,” Jantz and Wallace 
have a similar style of play. Both are 
quick on their feet, as evidenced by 
Wallace’s now iconic run against 
Texas Tech, known simply as “The 
Run.” Jantz showed what he could do 
on his feet against Northern Iowa last 
Saturday, rushing for 80 yards on 20 
carries, two for touchdowns.
“There may be something in the 
water in California,” Banks said, re-
ferring to the fact that both Jantz and 
Wallace are from the state. “[They’ve] 
got to be a playmaker. We always 
would say at Iowa State, when I was 
there, that big-time players make big-
time plays in big-time games.”
Those “big-time plays” came for 
Jantz on a few occasions against 
Northern Iowa. His fourth-down, 
desperation heave to Josh Lenz tem-
porarily gave the Cyclones a 13-7 lead 
late in the fourth quarter. He then 
drove his team down the field and 
punched in the final go-ahead score 
on his feet.
Wallace guided the Cyclones to 
bowl games in both of his seasons 
as the ISU quarterback, and led the 
Cyclones to many close victories 
aside from the comeback in 2002 
over Iowa.
Another former Wallace team-
mate and current follower of ISU 
football agreed that the two are simi-
lar quarterbacks.
“The thing that I drew from [the 
game against Northern Iowa] is 
[Jantz’s] ability in the fourth quar-
ter — when things are on the line and 
stuff does not look good — to set that 
aside no matter what had happened, 
elevate his game and win no matter 
[the] cost,” said former ISU center 
Zach Butler. “And I think Seneca had 
that same mentality. Seneca put [the 
24-7 deficit to Iowa] aside and came 
out ... and executed his game plan 
flawlessly.
“I think Steele Jantz has those 
qualities.”
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SportS Jargon:
Point spread
SPORT: 
Any sport   
DEFINITION:
A number established by 
bookmakers to equalize two 
teams for betting purposes.
USE:
The point spread for the Iowa 
vs. Iowa State game is seven 
points.
State:
Yankees host 
ceremony to 
mark 9/11 
anniversary
online:
PICK THE ISU-IOWA  
WINNER IN OUR POLL
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Football
Photo courtesy of ISU Athletics
Former ISU quarterback Seneca Wallace runs past Iowa’s Bob Sanders in the 2002 Iowa-Iowa State game. Current ISU quarterback Steele Jantz is being compared 
to Wallace, who is currently playing with the NFL’s Cleveland Browns.
Volleyball
Jantz: The next Wallace?
When the No. 17 ISU volleyball 
team played No. 9 Florida (6-1) on 
Monday in Gainesville, Fla., the 
Cyclones entered one of the most 
hostile crowds in the country.
The Cyclones (7-0) came out of 
Gainesville with an upset win, as 
well as the confidence that if they 
can play well in the Gators’ Stephen 
C. O’Connell Center, they can win 
anywhere.
“It’s a great volleyball gym; the 
crowd is so close and the fans are 
pretty rabid down there,” said coach 
Christy Johnson-Lynch. “It’s a great 
environment to go into because I 
think it makes you a little bit tougher 
when you come out of there.”
Senior right-side hitter Kelsey 
Petersen, who had a team-high 
15 kills in the match while hitting at a 
.565 clip, said that at times the rowdy 
crowd helped keep her loose through 
the tense match.
“Their students were chanting 
stuff at us, and some of it was really 
funny and they were really creative 
with what they said,” Petersen said.
“They kept yelling, ‘Debbie!’ at 
[ISU middle blocker Deb Stadick] 
and it was just funny. They made me 
laugh.”
Petersen said a big key to her suc-
cess against the Gators was junior set-
ter Alison Landwehr 
putting her in good 
positions where 
there was only one 
potential blocker in 
her way.
“[Landwehr] is 
really deceptive and 
she can usually get 
us one-on-ones be-
cause it looks like 
she’s going one way 
with the ball and 
then she goes an-
other way,” Petersen 
said.
“I just tried not 
to overthink it, be-
cause you’ll hit it 
into a block or hit it 
out-of-bounds, so I 
just act like I have 
two blockers every 
time and try to put 
the ball away.”
Landwehr said 
the five-set win 
over the Gators was 
key for the team 
because last year, 
the Cyclones were 
0-2 in matches that 
went the full five 
sets.
“Last year, a lot 
of times when we went to five sets, we 
would kind of fold under the pressure 
or resort to tipping and not aggressive 
plays,” Landwehr said. “I think this 
time we played cohesively and stayed 
aggressive at the end.”
By Zach.Gourley 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Right-side hitter Kelsey Petersen spikes the ball during Friday night’s match at 
Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones upset No. 9 Florida on the road Monday.
Iowa State earns upset over Gators
NEW YORK  — Mariano Rivera 
remembers being home that day 
on what started out as a beauti-
ful morning. His mother-in-law 
was watching the news and he 
heard her screaming: The first 
plane had hit the World Trade 
Center. Then he saw the second 
one do the same.
Jorge Posada was at the hospital 
with his ailing son when he 
heard the commotion in the 
hallway and thought “the worst 
was coming.”
Derek Jeter recalled meeting all 
those families and firefighters 
who lost loved ones.
“It was hard,” Rivera said, “for 
everybody.”
Three longtime stars with the 
New York Yankees reflected 
on 9/11 as the team marked 
the 10-year anniversary with a 
ceremony Wednesday before 
a game against the Baltimore 
Orioles.
Former Defense Secretary 
Donald Rumsfeld took part in 
the on-field tribute to soldiers, 
rescue workers and victims of 
the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. The 
salute was held four days early 
at Yankee Stadium because the 
team will be in the middle of a 
long road trip Sunday.
“What I remember of those 
days is that the whole country 
got together. That’s a beautiful 
thing,” Rivera said at a pregame 
news conference. “I wish it was 
still like that, but it’s not. The 
whole country, the whole U.S. 
got together and it was amazing. 
Everybody helping everyone, it 
didn’t matter what race or color 
you were. We were here for one 
nation and fighting and trying to 
move forward and that’s exactly 
what we did.”
The ceremony began with a 
message from first lady Michelle 
Obama on the big video board in 
center field and lasted about 15 
minutes. The team asked fans 
to be in their seats 35 minutes 
before the first pitch, but only 
a few thousand made it in time 
on a rainy, blustery weekday 
afternoon.
The Associated Press
By Jeremiah.Davis 
@iowastatedaily.com
Football:
Maggitt out 
for season 
with torn ACL
ISU football coach Paul Rhoads 
announced Wednesday that 
defensive end Roosevelt Maggitt 
will miss the rest of the season 
with a torn anterior cruciate 
ligament.
“Yeah, it’s an ACL,” Rhoads 
said. “From what I understand, 
surgery probably [will be] next 
week. [It]could be this week, but I 
think we’ll probably wait through 
the weekend.”
Maggitt was hurt on the first play 
of the second quarter while at-
tempting to make a tackle.  
The redshirt junior played in 
every game last season, starting 
once. 
He compiled 30 tackles, with two 
forced fumbles, recovering one.
With the injury coming so early, 
Maggitt will be eligible to apply 
for a medical redshirt, saving 
a year of eligibility while he 
recovers.
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From Trail To Dinner
• Relaxed fit and articulated knee
• Cotton corduroy pant
Kuhl Hi-Lo Cord
Mfg # 5007
$70
1015 Union Street, Boone
www.boonehospital.com
To schedule an appointment,
please call (515) 432-7766.
Tracey McIntire, D.O.Emily Chang, D.O.
A young woman’s body
will change as she
grows older...
our commitment to
women never will.
Whether you need an
annual exam, you have a
health concern, or you are
wanting to start a family,
Dr. Emily Chang
& Dr. Tracey McIntire,
Obstetrics
& Gynecology,
will provide you with the
outstanding personalized
care you deserve and trust.
Extraordinary Health Care for Women
In the second part of its weekend double-
header, the ISU soccer team will match up 
against Loyola University-Chicago on Sunday 
afternoon.
The Cyclones (3-2-1) have struggled lately 
to battle for an entire game, but they hope that 
turning it around will produce the result they 
are looking for.
“We just need to make sure that we come 
out as hard in the first half as we do in the sec-
ond half because we’ve been struggling to put 
together a full 90 minutes,” said sophomore 
midfielder Emily Goldstein. “We just need to 
make sure that we stay focused on our goal 
and what we need to be doing, and [on] what 
we need to be doing in our role in certain 
positions.”
A part of putting together that full 90 min-
utes, Goldstein said, is keeping the pressure up. 
Sophomore forward Jennifer Dominguez’s six 
shots on goal this season are tied for the team 
lead, and she said working on that this week 
will help produce a winning effort as well.
“I think that’s definitely going to be a focus 
this week, is high pressure and being able to 
cause mistakes and cause turnovers for the 
other team,” Dominguez said. 
“So I think high pressure is definitely 
something that we’re going to have to work on 
because that’s what has brought us success in 
the past.”
On the defensive side of the ball, the 
Cyclones allowed a pair of goals in each of 
their two games last weekend in Minnesota. In 
its first six games prior, Iowa State allowed just 
one lone goal to Southern Illinois University-
Edwardsville. Midfielder Amanda Woelfel 
said playing as a unit will help reverse that 
trend.
“I think if we just play defense as a team, it 
will make everything a whole lot easier, so if 
we all just work really hard and play together, 
it will be much better,” Woelfel said.
Last season, Iowa State won the shooting 
and corner kick battle against the Ramblers 
(3-1-1) but couldn’t find the back of the net on 
any of them. Capitalizing off those chances 
will play a big role this weekend as well.
“We created opportunities in both games 
[last weekend], especially the Georgia game, 
and just didn’t capitalize,” said coach Wendy 
Dillinger.
In 2010, the Cyclones went their first six 
games without a loss before the Ramblers 
won, 2-0, in Chicago. This time around, the 
Cyclones enter the weekend matchups against 
Iowa and Loyola-Chicago on a three-game los-
ing streak but hope the Ramblers can break 
this streak, too.
Kickoff is at 1 p.m., with a special 9/11 cer-
emony prior to the start.
With Nebraska and 
Northern Iowa on the sched-
ule, it would be easy for the 
Cyclones to overlook North 
Dakota State.
The Bison (6-3) aren’t to 
be overlooked, though. North 
Dakota State has won the 
Horizon league the past three 
seasons and is coming off a 
20-11 season last year. They 
went 14-4 in conference play.
“We need to remember that 
North Dakota State is a really 
good team,” said coach Christy 
Johnson-Lynch. 
“North Dakota State is 
very talented. They’re athletic. 
They usually win their confer-
ence. You always think you’re 
as good as your last match, so 
we can’t have this huge win 
against Florida then come out 
flat.”
All three of the Bison’s 
losses have come on the road. 
No. 17 Iowa State (7-0, 0-0 
Big 12) is confident after 
knocking off No. 9 Florida in 
the previous game.
Chrissy Knuth and Megan 
Lambertson led North Dakota 
State in hitting percentage at 
.295 and .386. Lambertson is 
leading the team again with a 
.393 hitting percentage.
Setter Jennifer Lopez is 
going to be on the Cyclones’ 
radar. Lopez has eight serving 
aces and averages 10 assists 
per set.
“I know their setter can 
dump a lot, so we’re going to 
have to keep an eye on that,” 
Johnson-Lynch said. “They 
run a pretty fast offense. We 
have to be alert to the setter 
when she’s front row and back 
row. She’s dumping a lot.”
To counter this, Iowa State 
will try to get a good blocking 
formation set up while be-
ing under pressure due to the 
speed of the offense.
The win against Florida 
was a big confidence booster 
for the team, but the euphoria 
can’t last too long. While the 
Bison aren’t the caliber of op-
ponent the Gators are, the let-
up dynamic is always a factor.
“We handled ourselves re-
ally well,” said sophomore libe-
ro Kristen Hahn. “I think that’s 
just one step for us to what we 
want to do. We need to be do-
ing those things. We expected 
to win.”
The physical play of the 
Cyclones has been an effective 
weapon over their opponents.
“It’s going to be a big thing 
because our preseason is so 
hard,” Hahn said. “Our no-
conference season is insane. 
Us having to play two games 
this weekend is going to make 
us even tougher.”
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Volleyball
Cyclones hope for 
romp of Ramblers
Soccer
Iowa State prepares  
for North Dakota State
By Cory.Weaver 
@iowastatedaily.com
By David.Merrill 
@iowastatedaily.com
Photo: Rebekka Brown/Iowa State Daily
Libero Kristen Hahn and defensive specialist Caitlin Mahoney both dive for a bump against Arizona 
State Friday at Hilton Coliseum. The Cyclones will play North Dakota State this weekend.
File photo: Iowa State Daily
Midfielder Emily Goldstein aims to kick the ball in last year’s game against Iowa at the ISU Soccer 
Complex. The Cyclones will match up Loyola University-Chicago this Sunday.
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Student organization
While Iowa State already has a wide variety 
of student clubs, only one aims to collaborate 
music styles ranging from jazz to heavy metal.
GENRE, a new music club that stands 
for “Getting Everybody Nearby to Raucously 
Entertain,” hopes to gain members from various 
music styles to perform a concert at the end of 
the semester. 
The club is a project headed by John 
Etherington, sophomore in electrical engineer-
ing, and Malcolm Kelly, sophomore in mechani-
cal engineering.
“We had this friend who always came up to 
us and was such a huge fan of heavy metal. One 
day, he came up to us and he asked if there were 
any drum sets that he could play on. The music 
building has some, but they’re only for music 
majors,” Kelly said. 
“We wanted to provide a channel where mu-
sicians can get their hands on some instruments 
and start playing. It’s our ultimate goal to have 
people rise up in music.”
“We have people with different tastes and 
have people that won’t identify with the jazz 
musician. But if we can get them to hang out, I 
think there is a lot that we can learn by sharing 
our perspectives on music,” Etherington add-
ed. “Guys can hang out, talk it out and it’s very 
informal.”
Etherington also said a large part of the club 
will focus on improvisation.
“We want to prove to people that improv is 
key to music and not that hard,” he said.
The club’s first public appearance was at 
ClubFest in the Memorial Union on Wednesday, 
Sept. 7. Though the club is new this year, Kelly 
and Etherington stand optimistic about its 
future.
“People go to clubs with an air of caution,” 
Kelly said. “Once it’s built up a reputation, peo-
ple will join.”
Kelly also said the club already has a possible 
performance venue for the end of this semester. 
If the group decides to hold a concert this win-
ter, The Hub has agreed to let them come in and 
play.
“If we can showcase what came out of a fruit-
ful semester at a coffee shop setting, then that 
would be perfect for what we’re trying to do,” 
Etherington said.
If students are interested in joining the club, 
they can visit GENRE’s club page on the student 
organizations website.
Thomas Russell has lived in 
Ames for more than two decades, 
but it was only a couple years 
ago that he met Bryon Dudley 
of local band Strong Like Bear. 
Russell has been writing music 
since he was in his teens, but two 
weeks ago, he began recording in 
Dudley’s studio, The Spacement, 
for the first time.
“Music’s been the central 
force of my life,” Russell said.
He cited his experiences with 
The Space for Ames’ open-mic 
night and fellow musicians Brian 
Dudley and Nate Logsdon of 
Mumford’s as inspiration to begin 
recording his music.
In addition to local musicians, 
Russell works closely with the 
ISU music department. He has 
served the department as a regis-
tered piano technician for eight 
years.
Russell said his position in 
Ames is one-of-a-kind.
“I get to work around local, 
alternative musicians and the 
college music scene, and also be 
professionally involved with tour-
ing orchestras from around the 
world,” Russell said. “Nobody has 
the opportunity that I do.”
His recordings will be re-
leased under the name “Rockets 
of Desire,” a title under which 
Dudley and Russell have per-
formed before, informally.
Russell said he is not hurry-
ing, but rather taking time to work 
with layering in the studio. He ex-
pects the release to be about seven 
songs.
Dudley said they have re-
corded foundation tracks to half a 
dozen songs so far, and Russell is 
working closely with the arrange-
ment. His style could be described 
as folk, but Dudley said it is more 
complicated than that.
“It’s kind of hard to pin him 
down. He plays everything from 
old Civil War songs, to ragtime 
and folk,” Dudley said. “He’s also a 
classically trained guitarist.”
In the last few years, Russell 
has begun to play numerous other 
instruments as well, including 
the banjo, fiddle and mandolin. 
Dudley said they have spoken 
about including electric guitar, 
bass, drums and possibly horns 
on his release, too. Russell said 
his songs are themed around “de-
sire and despair” or “longing and 
lusting.”
Until the release of his yet-
untitled EP, Russell looks forward 
to more opportunities to play his 
music.
On Sept. 23 during the 
Maximum Ames Music Festival, 
Russell will perform in a trio with 
Bryon and Rachel Dudley at The 
Fighting Burrito on Welch Ave.
Whether in his professional 
service as a piano technician or 
his passion as a local musician, 
Russell is a hardworking man.
“It’s kind of inspirational how 
endlessly cheery he is,” Dudley 
said. “He’s a pleasure to play with 
and really fun to hang out with.”
New club targets all music genres
By Vincent Geerts
Ames247 Writer
Ames artist begins album
Local music
By Basil Rain
Ames247 Writer
Photo: Jordan Maurice/Iowa State Daily
John Etherington, sophomore in electrical engineering, and Malcolm Kelly, sophomore in mechanical engineering, discuss the struggles and rewards of starting their club at their meeting Monday.
Photo: David Derong/Iowa State Daily
Tom Russell, resident of Ames, has been tuning the pianos on campus 
for over a decade. A guitar player at heart, recent involvement with the 
Space for Ames has inspired him to start on his first recorded album.
The sound of music
To see video of Thomas  
Russell performing, visit
ames247.com
M-Shop
During the Maintenance Shop’s first 
open-mic night of the fall semester in 
’09, Tony LaBat only watched. During the 
second open-mic night of the semester, 
LaBat took the stage with his acoustic gui-
tar to give a rendition of “The Professor” 
by Damien Rice.
Today, he is a veteran of the open-mic 
night, and more students new to the event 
continue to arrive.
“It’s never the same people each 
night,” said LaBat, junior in music. “I was 
surprised at the variety of acts. It was an 
actual open mic with music, comedy and 
poetry.”
LaBat was nervous to perform at first, 
but he credits the event with helping to 
conquer his fear. He said overcoming his 
nerves was one of the most important 
things he has learned.
“As a major in flute performance, get-
ting over your nerves is really practical,” 
LaBat said. “Just getting in front of people 
more makes you less afraid of it.”
The less-formal performance envi-
ronment of the open mic attracts many 
new faces to the stage. The time slots fill 
up so quickly that Evan Campbell, junior 
in elementary education, was unable to 
perform at open-mic night both times he 
tried for a spot.
“It’s really awesome that we have so 
many people who are like me,” Campbell 
said. “Open-mic night works really well to 
create an easy place to show people what 
you did.”
Though he has yet to perform at the 
M-Shop, Campbell isn’t new to the stage. 
He has played in a band called Sunshine 
Jackson since high school and was a fi-
nalist in Cyclone Idol. Campbell said he 
wants to participate because he is more 
outgoing in performances.
“I’m really able to 
open up on stage,” he 
said. “If I have some-
thing I think is really 
good and no one hears it, 
it’s a bummer.”
Though Campbell 
said he jumps at any 
opportunity to play for 
people, other students 
hoping to grab a spot 
during open-mic night 
may take a more prac-
ticed approach. Thomas 
Rickels, junior in biol-
ogy, has been preparing 
himself for quite some 
time.
“You almost have 
to be sick of the songs 
before you’re ready,” 
Rickels said. “It’s a col-
lege dream of mine to 
perform during open-
mic night.”
Rickels looks for-
ward to putting smiles on people’s faces, 
and he hopes to overcome his stage 
fright. He said the smaller crowd during 
open-mic night makes it easy for him 
to start on his own. He’s played for his 
church’s band, but singing in public is his 
next big step.
For people new to performing, LaBat 
had simple advice.
“Don’t expect the world from yourself,” 
he said. “Everyone ends up finding some-
thing wrong with their performance.”
Open-mic night always draws new 
faces, and Campbell pointed it out as 
a “good way to peruse the local talent.” 
Anyone can sign up for microphone time 
at the door, or just show up to see the 
performers.
“You don’t have to be a virtuoso to be 
a good musician,” LaBat said. “You just 
have to have something to say.”
Open-mic night draws 
big crowds, new faces
By Vincent Geerts
Ames247 Writer
Rickels
Campbell
LaBat
Ames247.com reviews
Movies — “Our Idiot Brother”
Music — Red Hot Chili Peppers
DVD — “Star Wars” special edition
Last spring, “Revival” made 
its debut on campus. It is pro-
duced by the College of Design, 
and has three main sections: 
local events, music and afford-
able fashion. To kick off this 
year’s publication, the maga-
zine hosted its model casting.
“There wasn’t really any-
thing out there showcasing 
what we wanted to showcase,” 
said Kyle Keigan, co-editor 
and co-founder of “Revival.” 
“There are three themes this 
year, and we really want to 
showcase the underground 
culture of Iowa State and 
Ames as a whole.”
A new member to the mag-
azine, Hanna Mosley, junior 
in apparel merchandising and 
design, read the magazine last 
spring and was very impressed.
“The magazine in general 
has an artsier take than other 
publications,” Mosley said.
Keigan is enthused about 
how well the magazine has 
caught on. It also provides an 
outlet for him to express his 
various passions, he said.
“The magazine started 
small and just grew,” said 
Keigan. “It started with six of 
us and has grown to 75 people.” 
Keigan said the staff has 
also started to grow closer as a 
whole. “It’s like a family.”
Therapeutic Massage
Ames' Most Experienced Massage Therapist
Mary Dengler, RMT, 
IA Lic # 00477
208 5th Street 
232-9474 or 1-800-705-6667
“All work done by the bodies needs.”
New clients always welcome.
Massage Types
Full body or specific area
  • Deep tissue
  • Swedish massage
  • Energy work
  • Chronic problems 
If you’re 100 
pounds overweight 
and diets aren’t 
working, consider 
weight loss 
surgery.  It could 
save your life!  
Procedures are 
covered by most 
insurance plans.
To reserve your 
seat at any of 
these seminars 
call 319.272.1960 
or 800.351.6839.
FREE SEMINARS
Tuesday, September 13  
at 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 11  
at 7:00 p.m.
Sartori Memorial Hospital
515 College Street, Cedar Falls
Tuesday, October 25  
at 7:00 p.m.
Waverly Health Center
Tendrils Rooftop Garden
319 9th Street, Waverly
Visit ObesityHelpIowa.com for more information.
AMAZING PRAIRIE FESTIVAL
515-323-5300
www.leadingyououtdoors.org
This event is FREE to the public
Sunday September 11
11am-5pm
Chichaqua Bott oms
Greenbelt, Maxwell
• 20-acre tallgrass prairie MAZE
• Canoe  oats
• Dog training demonstrations
• Nature education programs
• Hayrack tours
• Live music
• Food & beverages for purchase
515.294.4123      www.iowastatedaily.com/classifieds	 	 	 	 		classified@iowastatedaily.com
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
References • Insured & Bonded • 23 years Experience
    • Rentals 
    • Sorority &
      Fraternity
• Residential Cleaning
• Getting Your Home 
   Ready For the Market
  • Windows
  • Deep Cleaning
sellitonlineauctions.com
THE ONLINE AUCTION HOUSE
• Online Auction Services (your place or ours)
515-233-5900  |  Ames, IA
• Complete “stand alone” Auctions
• Consignment Auctions
Estates, Business Liquidations, Surplus Assets, Household, Antiques, Collectibles, Moving
Service 
Showcase
Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine 
Revival, a student-run improv com-
edy group, opened with its first per-
formance of the season Wednesday 
night at the M-Shop. The group 
will perform on Wednesday nights 
throughout the semester in the 
M-Shop, located in the Memorial 
Union.
“Mojo’s is a creative outlet and 
provides me with an escape” said 
Andrew Lopez, member of Grandma 
Mojo’s and Student Union Board. 
“It also showcases students’ many 
talents. We have everyone from en-
gineering majors to performing arts 
majors.”
MaryBeth Konkowski, president 
of Student Union Board, agreed with 
Lopez.
“It gives students a way to show-
case their talents to their peers, and 
in turn provide an escape from their 
everyday routine,” she said.
Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine 
Revival has been around as long 
as both Lopez and Konkowski can 
remember.
“It had a revival around 2002-03, 
and soon after that it started to be-
come popular again,” Konkowski and 
Lopez agreed.
The first performance of Mojo’s 
they saw, left Lopez and Konkowski 
each feeling a little different about the 
performance. Lopez described how 
funny the performance was and how 
he knew he wanted to join Mojo’s. 
Konkowski’s reaction to the perfor-
mance was pure amazement.
“I couldn’t believe that all the 
people performing were students and 
in combination with the atmosphere 
of the M-Shop,” she said. “It’s just an 
awesome experience.”
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Comedy
Grandma Mojo’s opens 2011 season
Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine 
Revival schedule
  Sept. 28
  Oct. 12
  Oct. 26
  Nov. 16
  Nov. 30
Grandma Mojo’s
By Cole Komma
Ames247 Writer
Photo: Iowa State Daily
The 2010 Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine Revival crew entertains the crowd in the Maintenance Shop. This year’s Grandma Mojo’s opened its year Wednesday night.
student spotlight
Andrew Lopez
By Cole Komma
Ames247 Writer
Interview:
For more of Andrew’s interview, 
including video and photos, visit
ames247.com
Know a student who would 
make an interesting profile? 
Let us know at ames247@
iowastatedaily.com
Culture
‘Revival’ magazine  
prepares for second year 
By Cole Komma
Ames247 Writer
Andrew Lopez, senior in communication 
studies, has performed stand-up comedy and 
is a member of the improv group Grandma 
Mojo’s Moonshine Revival.
Q: When did you start doing comedy?
A: My first stand-up routine would’ve been my 
high school graduation speech. It was horrible. 
It was so bad and so long. Then my freshman 
year at college was the first time I actually 
stepped on stage and did stand-up.
Q: Who are your comedic influences?
A: Steve Martin, for sure, just because of how 
alternative and crazy he is. I’d also say Kyle 
Kinane because he talks about real stuff, and 
Louis CK because he has no fear. My biggest 
influence(s), though, would be my friends, 
because they are the funniest people I know. A 
lot of my jokes come from them.
Q: What was your first show like?
A: It was Veishea Says I’m Funny my freshman 
year. It was the first time I ever stood up and 
there were a crap ton of people there. I remem-
ber being in the bathroom wanting to throw up. 
Then I ate a grilled cheese, and I felt better. I got 
third out of 18.
Q: Who has been your favorite crowd 
to perform for?
A: Grinnell College. There were 200 people 
packed in a room that could only hold 100 peo-
ple. They were super awesome and receptive. 
Q: I understand you are a part of 
Grandma Mojo’s Moonshine Revival. 
How did that come about?
A: I saw them and thought, “I could totally do 
this,” and I wanted to do it. I auditioned and I 
didn’t get in, but I auditioned a second time and 
made it. I failed once and got up and tried again 
like Aaliyah. You guys remember Aaliyah? 
Photo courtesy of “Revival” magazine
To kick off this year’s publication, ‘Revival’ magazine hosted its 
model casting.
University Community 
Childcare
needs part-time staff to work 
with children assist with 
food service and reception 
responsibilities morning and 
mid-day hours needed. 
Eligibility for college work 
study a plus. Fore more 
information call 294.9838 or 
stop by the office at
100 University Village
for application.
A program of the Iowa Utilities Board
www.relayiowa.com/tai
CALL 800.606.5099 FOR MORE INFORMATION
It’s EASY to Apply!
Can you hear clearly
on the phone?
IF NOT, WE CAN HELP WITH LITTLE 
OR NO COST TO QUALIFIED IOWANS
• Amplified Phones
• Captioned Phones
• Speech Amplified Phones
• Loud Ringers
34th Annual
Southwest Iowa 
Hot Air Balloon Days
Sept. 16, 17 & 18, 2011
Creston, Iowa
Hot air balloon races, 
marching band parade,
 flea market, Show & Shine 
Car Show, food 
and more.
641-782-7021 for more info
 www.crestoniowachamber.com
Advance tickets can be purchased online at 
www.historicshermanhill.com/walkingtour.html,
 by phone at 515.284.5717 or 
at participating businesses.  
Day of event tickets can be purchased at 
Hoyt Sherman (15th & Woodland Ave.)
Discounted tickets with advance purchase 
September 17-18 and 24-25 
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Doors to the Past
Annual Tour of Homes in Historic Sherman Hill
For more information visit www.historicshermanhill.com
 
ARTS
& Crafts
SHOW
IOWA’S LARGEST
VARIED INDUSTRIES BLDG.
IOWA STATE FAIRGROUNDS
DES MOINES, IOWA
Fri. 5-9; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 10-4
Adm. $6, with this ad $5
OCT. 8-9
MID-AMERICA CENTER
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA
Sat. 9-5; Sun. 9-4 • 200 Exhibitors
Adm. $5, with this ad $4
OCT. 15-16
UNI-DOME, CEDAR FALLS, IOWA
Sat. 9-5; Sun. 9-4 • 300 Exhibitors
Adm. $6, with this ad $5
Over300Exhibitors
SEPT. 23-25
Callahan Promotions, Inc, 563-652-4529
Got an iastate.edu email?
Post online for FREE!
CHECK OUT THE  
Des Moines Better 
Business Bureau
at 515-243-8137
The
Recommends
ALL ITS READERS
Closely examine any 
offer of a 
job opportunity or 
service that sounds too 
good to be true; 
chances are it is.
Before investing any money, 
please contact the
HUD 
Publisher’s 
Notice
All real estate advertising in this 
newspaper is subject to the  
Federal Fair Housing Act of 1968 as 
amended which makes it illegal to 
advertise “any preference,  
limitation or discrimination based on 
race, color, religion, sex,  
handicap, family status or  
national origin, or an  
intention to make any such  
preference, limitation or  
discrimination.”
This newspaper will not knowingly 
accept any advertisement for real 
estate which is a violation of the law. 
Our readers are hereby informed 
that all dwellings  
advertised in this newspaper are 
available on an equal opportunity 
basis.  To complain of  
discrimination, call HUD toll free at 
1-800-424-8590.
PREGNANT? Considering 
Adoption?  Call us First! Liv-
ing expenses, housing, medi-
cal and continued support 
afterwards. Choose adop-
tive family of your choice. 
Call 24/7. Adopt Connect. 
1-866-743-9212 (INCN)
ALLIED HEALTH career 
training- Attend college 
100% online. Job placement 
assistance. Computer avail-
able. Financial Aid if qualified. 
SCHEV certified. Call 800-
481-9409 www.CenturaOn-
line.com (INCN)
Place a 25 word classified 
ad in over 250 newspapers 
in Iowa for only $300.  Find 
out more by calling 800-227-
7636 or this newspaper.  
www.cnaads.com (INCN)
Social Security Disability 
Claim Denied? We special-
ize in appeals and hearings. 
FREE CONSULTATION. 
Benefit Team Services, Inc. 
Toll-Free 1-888-836-4052. 
(INCN)
ATTEND COLLEGE 
ONLINE from Home. 
*Medical, *Business, 
*Paralegal,*Computers, 
*Criminal Justice. Job place-
ment assistance. Computer 
available. Financial Aid if 
qualified. Call 888-220-3960 
www.CenturaOnline.com 
(INCN)
BUYING JUNK CAR BATTER-
IES: for a limited time paying 
$6.00 each/we pick up.  
Also buying catalytic convert-
ers, alternators, starters, 
electric motors & copper. 
217-653-7480 (INCN)
Police Officer: Lakes Area 
Law Enforcement Testing 
Coop is establishing eligibility 
list for current and future 
law enforcement open-
ings in beautiful Iowa Great 
Lakes Area. Coop consists 
of Armstrong, Arnolds Park, 
Emmetsburg, Estherville, 
Lake Park, Milford, Okoboji, 
Spencer, Spirit Lake Police 
Departments and Clay and 
Dickinson County Sheriff's 
Offices. At time of applica-
tion, candidates must meet 
State Requirements for Law 
Enforcement Employment. 
Applicants currently ILEA 
certified and employed by a 
Law Enforcement Agency 
are allowed lateral transfer. 
Applicants without certifica-
tion are required to pass 
P.O.S.T. and physical agility 
exams. Successful applicants 
are eligible for employment 
by all agencies. For details, 
application contact Dickinson 
County Sheriff's Office, 712-
336-2793, any Coop Agency, 
or website www.dickinson-
countysheriff.com Application 
deadline, September 16, 
2011, 4:30 P.M. EOE (INCN)
PRINTING PRESS OPERA-
TOR: 5 unit web offset press, 
benefit package. Ideal 
location to hunt, fish. Salary 
dependent upon experience. 
Call Dean Heller, Rocket 
Printing, Armour, SD 605-
724-2848. (INCN)
Owner Operators: ITL 
Tanklines need owner op-
erators to pull tank trailers. 
Higher revenue per mile, fuel 
surcharge and more. Call 
Brian 8-5 at 800-728-2675. 
(INCN)
$2000-HIRING BONUS:  
LTL Drivers for Waterloo, 
Council Bluffs, Quad Cities, 
Des Moines.  HOME DAILY/
NO WEEKENDS.  Must live 
within 50-miles of Terminal/
meet hiring guidelines CINDY 
651-286-6468 (INCN)
Drive Your Future with A 
Steady Paycheck Become 
an over the road semi driver 
with Roehl.  We can provide 
you the training you need to 
start a great truck driving 
career.  800-535-8177 
GoRoehl.com  AA/EOE 
(INCN)
"You got the drive, We have 
the Direction" OTR Drivers 
APU Equipped Pre-Pass EZ-
pass Pets/passenger policy. 
Newer equipment. 100% 
NO touch. 1-800-528-7825 
(INCN)
Drivers- No Experience~ No 
Problem. 100% Paid CDL 
Training. Immediate Benefits. 
20/10 program. Trainers 
Earn up to 49  per mile! 
CRST VAN EXPEDITED 800-
326-2278 www.JoinCRST.
com (INCN)
Driver- Weekly Hometime! 
Part & Full-time. Daily or 
Weekly Pay. Steady miles 
Means MORE MONEY! 
Excellent Benefits! CDL-A, 3 
months recent experience 
required. 800-414-9569. 
www.driveknight.com (INCN)
JOHNSRUD TRANSPORT, 
Food Grade Liquid Carrier, 
Seeking Class-A CDL drivers. 
Home flexible weekends.  5 
years experience required. 
Will train for tank. Great 
Pay/Benefits 1-888-200-
5067 (INCN)
!Bartending! $250/day 
potential. No experience 
necessary. Training available. 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 161.
STUDENTPAYOUTS.COM 
Paid survey takers needed 
in Ames. 100% FREE to join! 
Click on Surveys.
Earn $1000-$3200 a month 
to drive our brand new cars 
with ads. www.AdDriveClub.
com
1BR available for sublease 
Spring/Summer 2012 
semesters. Close to campus, 
includes ALL utilities except 
electric. $350/month. Male 
roommates. Call/text 563-
920-6888.
Spacious 2Br Apartment  
Spacious 2BR 2nd floor 
apartment.  $600/month 
all utlilities, sat tv, internet 
included. 204 Clark Ave.  
515-231-3813
2 Bedroom, 1 Bath; on site 
laundry, off street parking, 
Cy-Ride accessible; open 
kitchen & living room; tenant 
pays electric, cable, & inter-
net; new carpet throughout 
unit; $505/month  FPM of 
Ames 515-292-5020 www.
fpmofames.com info@fpmo-
fames.com
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath w/ open 
kitchen & living room, washer 
& dryer; DirecTV, internet, 
heat, & parking included; 
building features secure ac-
cess entrances, Cy-Ride stop, 
great location next to cam-
pus & area activities   FPM 
of Ames 515-292-5020 
www.fpmofames.com info@
fpmofames.com Email david@
fpmofames.com
Need Some Change? 
Don’t stress.
If you’re look for a new 
roommate, apartment, 
sublease, or moving 
out of the dorms, the 
Daily can help you 
find that new living 
situation you’ve been 
looking for.
The Iowa State Daily
distributes 13,500 
copies of  the 
newspaper M-F 
during the 
academic 
year.
FAST
FACT
FAST FACT: STUDENT LIVING
ISU students have a variety of living 
options available to them:  
21% live in residence halls
6% live in university owned apartments 
12% live in fraternities or sororities 
61% live in off-campus housing
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Over 140 DIFFERENT liqours to choose from...
Including Maker’s Mark • Tanqueray • Grey Goose • Patron • Glenlivet • Midori
207 Welch Ave
. / 292-2334
Clocktower/Cam
pustown
So Many 
Choices
Top Shelf Thursday
ANY Liquor
$2.50 singles
$4.75 doubles $150 16oz draws $1
50
16oz x2=
$300
32oz
Bud, Bud Light, Coors Light,  
Miller Lite, Golden Light, PBR
27
STOP... 
...in to Ames’ newest, 
quick-lube and 
experience 
the dierence. 
ENJOY...
...a free cup 
of Caribou coee and 
relax in our 
Northwoods lounge or 
stay in your car.
GO...
...in 3 to 5 minutes 
your oil is changed 
and you’re 
“good to GO!
with coupon
(reg $26.99)
DLY-8
Show your school 
spirit for a chance to 
win a sports fanatic’s 
swag bag!
Read the Daily this fall for more 
contest details and rules
Do you bleedcardinal and gold?
Do you treat game 
day as a sacred holiday?
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Virgo Daily Horoscope : by Nancy Black
Today’s Birthday  09/08/11. 
There may be a roadblock 
between you and a dream. 
Stay engaged, and listen 
for innovation. Dare to risk, 
if the prize is big enough. 
Hold your critical words. You 
need your team to function 
in high gear. You can win 
this game together.
To get the advantage, check the 
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest 
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries  March 21-April 19
Today is a 7 -- Water provides 
useful symbolism today. Flow 
like a river, gently but with 
power. Take the course of least 
resistance. Spend time splashing 
around with people you love.
Taurus  April 20-May 20
Today is a 7 -- An opportunity 
to earn greater status opens up. 
Stay attentive, and show your 
portfolio. Be prepared to provide 
references. Listen to a dream.
Gemini  May 21-June 21 
Today is an 8 -- Adventure 
awaits, so get your chores done 
and go play! It doesn’t need 
to be expensive. Don’t make 
a big deal about it ... just go. 
Surprise people, even yourself.
Cancer June 22-July 22  
Today is an 8 -- Search for buried 
treasure, whether hiding in 
the budget as an unnecessary 
expense that can be cut, or a 
resource that you didn’t know 
you had. Seek and find.
Leo  July 23-Aug. 22
Today is a 9 -- Delegate to 
increase your effectiveness. Let a 
partner drive, so you can sit back 
and relax with friends. Working 
with a great team shares the 
load. Listen to suggestions, 
and foster innovation.
Virgo  Aug. 23-Sept. 22  
Today is a 7 -- This train is 
about to take off, so hold 
on tightly. Work increases. 
Sudden stops could happen, 
so brace yourself and hold on 
for the ride. It could be fun.
Libra  Sept. 23-Oct. 22
Today is a 7 -- Abrupt changes 
occur at work, and you may 
have to call for reinforcements. 
Schedule time for romance. In 
the end, love prevails. A quiet 
night at home is a treat.
Scorpio  Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
Today is an 8 -- It’s time to clean 
up house and pass on those 
items you don’t really need. 
Your trash is someone else’s 
treasure. Give something a new 
purpose to double its lifespan.
Sagittarius Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
Today is a 7 -- You have 
the power to solve any 
misunderstandings today. 
Celebrate failures, as they 
show specifically what’s 
missing for success to 
occur. Persistence pays.
Capricorn  Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
Today is an 8 -- Money is 
coming in (if you’re willing to 
accept it), but also going, like 
the tide. Share the profits and 
invest wisely. Keep it moving.
Aquarius  Jan. 20-Feb. 18
Today is an 8 -- Your glass is 
half-full now, and on its way to 
overflowing. Keep focusing on 
abundance, and don’t forget 
to share so your cup doesn’t 
run over. There’s plenty.
Pisces  Feb. 19-March 20
Today is a 5 -- You’re under a bit 
more pressure now. Look twice 
to see if it’s real or invented. 
Saying “no” respectfully 
might have more integrity 
than a “yes” you can’t keep.
just sayin
w
ha
t?
I wish we could evaluate our advisers, 
because mine SUCKS!
•••
Can I punch a freshman? They need 
to be woken up to reality
•••
To the 3 freshmen girls waiting for the bus at 
the MU, thanks for sharing your umbrellas 
with a super senior. Much appreciated!! 
•••
two the three freshman on the fourth floor of the 
library...SHUT UP!!! I don’t care what he said to you, 
he probably doesn’t like you anyway. And I definitely 
don’t care what you smelled like in the morning. 
I walked up to the fourth floor for a 
reason and it wasn’t to listen to you!
•••
It makes my day when I’m walking on campus 
and a cute girl smiles at me. Keep it up!
•••
I love my ISU lanyard! #FRESHMEN FTW
•••
To the girl who feels great about not being a 
feminist: have fun being a tool, just sayin’
•••
I finally thought I was over my ex...and than i 
noticed i wore his sweatshirt every day..guess not :(
•••
Submit your just sayin’ to iowastatedaily.net/games
Trivia
1. Michael Scott is the regional 
manager of Dunder-Mifflin in 
what NBC television series?
2. The idea that for every 
action, there is an equal 
and opposite reaction, is 
the crux of what physical
law authored by Sir 
Isaac Newton?
3. What is the term for a plasmid 
that can integrate itself into the 
chromosomal DNA of the host
organism?
4. Located inside the Haram 
Sharif mosque in Mecca, 
what building is considered 
the most sacred spot
in Islam?
5. Named for its shape which 
is similar to a greek letter, 
the contour of the human 
shoulder is formed by
what muscle?
6. What geologic feature, 
named for the French for 
“small hill,” are found in the 
western United States
and Hawaii – a prime 
example is Chimney Rock.
ANSWER: The Office
ANSWER: Newton’s Third Law of Motion
ANSWER: episome
ANSWER: deltoid
ANSWER: butte
ANSWER: kaaba
Yesterdays Solution
Crossword Word of the Day:
finicky   FIN-ih-kee
adjective
1. extremely or excessively particular, 
exacting, or meticulous in taste or standards
2. requiring much care, precision, 
or attentive effort
Example:
Pamela found it challenging to come up 
with ideas for healthy meals that her 
young son, a finicky eater, would enjoy.
The poinsettia, the red-and-green flower commonly seen in Christmas 
arrangements, isn’t snow-friendly; it’s native to sunny Mexico.
In contrast to her rather morbid nickname, “Typhoid Mary” Mallon didn’t cause all that 
much havoc. Only three of the people that she infected perished from the disease.
When Cosmopolitan started it was a very different magazine. Early 
issues included stories by Henry James and Theodore Roosevelt, and 
covered topics like climbing Mount Vesuvius and the life of Mozart.
In the early stage version of The Wizard of Oz, Dorothy’s faithful 
companion Toto was replaced by a cow named Imogene.
The second largest country by land area is Canada, after Russia
Random Facts:
Across
1 Leader elected 
by monks
6 Jazz aficionado
9 “__ Astor”: 
Sargent portrait
13 Rule
15 Maker of Good 
Grips kitchen tools
16 __ of mystery
17 Former 
quarterback Peete
18 Portrayer of the Elf 
maiden Arwen in “The 
Lord of the Rings”
20 Hunk’s pride
21 The sun, in Cancún
23 Award for 
books on tape
24 Torchiere, e.g.
26 Exist like a mob 
informant, say
29 Mlle. counterpart
33 Nut in a cupule
34 Words in a 
market report
36 Equip with firepower
37 Somersaulting dive
39 Executive position
41 Tolkien creature
42 “Pink Shoe Laces” 
singer Stevens
46 Green shade
47 Tourney ranking
49 Enjoy leisurely
51 1988 Radio Hall 
of Fame inductee
53 Boss, in Swahili
56 Beatles title 
woman who “made 
a fool of everyone”
57 Bit of work
60 Solon
62 Santa Catalina’s 
only city
64 All: Pref.
65 Wrap up
66 Place for a picture
67 Narc’s goal
68 Old IBM PCs
69 It’s chopped, in 
a way, in 18-, 26-, 
49- and 60-Across
Down
1 Indian tomb site
2 Nincompoop
3 Briefs not seen in court
4 Sommelier’s prefix
5 Like many a New 
England street
6 Kid finishing a 
book, maybe
7 They’re under 
shoulder joints, 
anatomically
8 “Mazel __!”
9 Bucks shots
10 Seasonal song starter
11 Eins und zwei
12 Easy to 
maneuver, at sea
14 Versatile synthetic
19 Cap with a pom-pom 
called a toorie
22 Remote 
hiding place?
24 Frond bearer
25 Stuck, after “in”
26 Old Nigerian capital
27 Words of compassion
28 Walt Disney, 
vis-à-vis Mickey Mouse
30 Indira’s successor
31 Treasure stash
32 Brew hue
35 Unfortunate soul
38 Chewy caramel candy
40 Sneaky maneuver
43 Buck the majority
44 Guts
45 Quaint outburst
48 “Aw, shucks!”
50 “Giant Brain” 
unveiled in 1946
52 It follows 
April in Paris
53 Shapeless form
54 U.S.’s largest S&L 
until its 2008 collapse
55 Botanical bristles
57 Mtn. statistic
58 Where all 
roads lead?
59 Growl
61 Annoy
63 “Wheel of 
Fortune” purchase
Complete the grid so
each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit, 1 to 9. For
strategies on how to
solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
SOLUTION TO
WEDNESDAY’S PUZZLE
Level: 
1 2
3 4
© 2011 The Mepham Group. Distributed by
Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.
9/8/11
$14.99
Keystone Light or Ice 
30 pk cans$3.99
Dr. Pepper, 7up
24 pk cans
2/$5
Ruffles or SunChips 
8.5-10.5 oz. 
$5.00
Deli Fresh
12” Sub Sandwich
turkey, ham, lettuce, 
tomato, cheese
10/$7
Fresh from the Full Service Meat Case
Bratwurst or Italian Sausage 
3.5 oz. 
lincoln center
640 Lincoln Way 232-1961
west location
3800 West Lincoln Way 292-5543
open 24 hours a day   n   7 days a week   n   two convenient locations
EMPLOYEE OWNED
Gas 2 Convenient Locations!636 Lincoln Way 515.232.0856 4018 W. Lincoln Way515.268.3101See store for special savings with a Hy-Vee grocery store receipt.
$5.00
All-You-Care-To-Eat
Salad Bar 
dine-in only
$5.00
Italian Fresh 
1 Topping 12” Pizza 
pepperoni, sausage or cheese
WOW
$5!
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